
4. Use the AC adapter to power the wireless charger. 

 5. Charge your devices.

Wireless Charging 
for AirPods

Technical Parameters

what's in the Box
Samba Pad Pro Wirless Charger   *1
Power Adapter *1
User manual   *1

Input 9V ⎓ 2.7A 

9V ⎓ 2.7A 

PA27-US

100-240V~ 50/60 HZ
0.5AMax

Output

Adapter Model

Input

Output

10W+10W+2.5W

Apple MFi certified
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1. Put the power adapter plug into the groove.

2. Insert the power adapter plug into the DC jack.

3. Rotate the cable into the groove.
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2
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Magnetic 
Wireless Charging 
for iPhone

Magnetic 
Wireless Charging 
for Apple Watch

iPhone Charging LED Indicator AirPods Charging LED Indicator

Product Overview Specifications

compatibility

Connecting Connecting Connecting

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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Tips : The charging speed is related to the ambient temperature.
     For fast charging, please place the wireless charger in a cool and ventilated 

place. For example, a cool room, or near a fan or air conditioner.
     Do not expose it to direct sunlight; or place it near hot objects. Such as 

electrical appliances, heating, fireplaces, etc.

Model : W326

iPhone Charging 
LED Indicator

iPhone is charging Air Pods is charging

AirPods Charging 
LED Indicator

Apple Watch Charging Mode Settings

iPhone Charging Mode Settings

1. Pry from the groove on the side of the 
charging Pad to lift it up.

LED Indicator

Important Safety Instructions

Attention

• Avoid dropping.
• Do not disassemble.
• Do not expose to liquids.
• Only use the original power adapter.
• This product is suitable for moderate climates only.
• The maximum ambient temperature during use of this product 
   must not exceed 40°C.
• Open flame sources, such as candles, must not be placed on this 
   product.
• Only use a dry cloth or brush to clean this product.

*   Do not put anything else between your smartphone and the wireless
     charger such as credit cards, door keys, coins, metal, NFC cards, etc.

*   Make sure to place the device in the center of the charging pad. Improper 
placement may result in heat generation or non-charging.

*  Compatible only with iPhones with MagSafe.

*  Please use a MagSafe compatible case, or no case. Cases that are not 
    MagSafe compatible will not provide enough magnetism for positioning.

iPhone 
with magsafe

Non MagSafe 
Phone MagSafe Case

Non MagSafe 
Case

Pad Mode
Lay the device flat on the charging pad.

This mode is compatible with some devices without MagSafe 
(device must be centered on the charging pad).

Watch Flat Mode 
Lay your Apple Watch flat on the magnetic charging module,

 Easy to use.

Nightstand Mode.
Turn on the nightstand mode of Apple Watch.

Hover Mode.
In this mode, you can adjust the angle of the iPhone at will, and even rotate it at will.

Solid white

Flashing
Metal detected or 
abnormal charging

Metal detected or 
abnormal charging

6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

Tips：It is highly recommended to charge your device in this mode. Charging is faster in 
hover mode as it is more conducive to cooling.  And easier to place and remove your device.


